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A song that celebrates the appearance of the daylight. Enjoy the rising melody,
but be sure not to sing it too fast! Greet the day gently. Works as a canon.

This is a song of greeting - gestures accompanying each measure can be:
1: touch forehead, ! (I greet you with my thoughts)
2: touch mouth!
(I greet you with my words)
3: touch heart! !
(I greet you with my spirit)
4: touch arms !!
(I have nothing to hide)

Lots of percussion could be added too, BUT the rests in the fourth measures of each system must be fully silent -or you risk
affecting the wether in an adverse way.
So.....be carefull!!!!

to bring rain, cup hands and
circle towards the body,
to send rain away, circle
away from the body. BE
careful!

Sing as a canon - 2nd part entering at
#2 - effective when sung by disparate
groups at a distance

A ca! and response song - used to find lost wi!ow gatherers in the fogs of Plains Cree lands.
Sing this whilst moving around your room - or perhaps outdoors.

The Firefly Song - can be sung as a three part starting at the quarter bar. Challenging!

This is one of many songs ‘caught’ by Deborah Robertson and gi!ed to the world.
Use gentle rhythmic accompaniments. debbie.robertson@cambrian.ca. - sing the song through seven times, adding harmonies ad lib.
NB: The song can be purchased on iTunes (search for Sweet Water Women)

#om Australia, this is a song of good feeling.... improvise some harmony too

a gentle lu%aby &om Africa. Experiment with simple harmonic accompaniment.
&om Australia, this is a song of good feeling....

Come and sing the morenada that begins to play like the flight of a butterfly: we will all dance
with our hands with our feet: the morenada

Many of these songs come from a time and place when music mattered - when song aﬀected and eﬀected
things and events. They celebrate times of life, qualities of weather, activities of life - perhaps enabling delight
in duty through a timelessness - a suspense of necessary conclusion. If we can allow these musics to seep into
our conscience, we may find multiple dimensions hidden in relatively simple pitch sequences and sonorities.
Expand upon these with instruments, (play by ear, while others sing) alternate harmonies, canon, varied
dynamics, partner songs or counter rhythms, etc. ! and above all - have fun!
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